Military Science Dept.
Juniors

Serve Your Country
Broaden Your Education
Earn $3400.00 Before Graduation

How?
Enroll in Advanced Course
R. O. T. C.

Coast Artillery
Ordinance
Engineer Corps
Signal Corps

All at Room 3-310

Seven Commissioned Officers and Seven Non-Commissioned Officers of the Regular Army will do their utmost to keep you interested.

War Record Delayed by Lack of Interest

Alumni Fail to Answer Editor Ruckman's Two Appeals

Book Contains Large List of Technology Men

Photographs Contributed

Delays caused by lack of cooperation from the Alumni in sending their war records have held up the appearance of the War Record book. The first copies of this edition are to be distributed on November 1, and it will be two weeks later before the remainder will go on sale. A great number of the records may be secured by undergraduates at the Technology Branch during the fall.

During the summer of compiling the War Record, Editor Ruckman '20, has been embarrassed throughout by the lack of interest or backwardness of many of the Alumni. The book contains the largest list of Technology men ever gotten together, and in order to secure a representative and accurate a list as possible three appeals had to be sent out.

Contains Many Photographs

The stories in the War Record book were chosen from the records of the Alumni and enlarged by men who had exceptional interest and experience. The book will be very different in character from war records being put out by other colleges. There are articles written on special subjects such as a story on R. C. Student written by F. M. Talbot, and on the D. S. P. Powder Works by Golds Standard. Enough of the Argonne Forest battle was written to make a continuous and interesting story of that campaign. One man writes a part of the story, according as he saw the battle. Then another takes over and another.

The record gives new details
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